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ABSTRACT Biological soil crusts (biocrusts) are slow-growing, phototroph-based mi-
crobial assemblages that develop on the topsoils of drylands. Biocrusts help main-
tain soil fertility and reduce erosion. Because their loss through human activities has
negative ecological and environmental health consequences, biocrust restoration is
of interest. Active soil inoculation with biocrust microorganisms can be an important
tool in this endeavor. We present a culture-independent, two-step process to grow
multispecies biocrusts in open greenhouse nursery facilities, based on the inocula-
tion of local soils with local biocrust remnants and incubation under seminatural
conditions that maintain the essence of the habitat but lessen its harshness. In each
of four U.S. Southwest sites, we tested and deployed combinations of factors that
maximized growth (gauged as chlorophyll a content) while minimizing microbial
community shifts (assessed by 16S rRNA sequencing and bioinformatics), particularly
for crust-forming cyanobacteria. Generally, doubling the frequency of natural wet-
ting events, a 60% reduction in sunlight, and inoculation by slurry were optimal. Nu-
trient addition effects were site specific. In 4 months, our approach yielded crusts of
high inoculum quality reared on local soil exposed to locally matched climates, accli-
mated to desiccation, and containing communities minimally shifted in composition
from local ones. Our inoculum contained abundant crust-forming cyanobacteria and
no significant numbers of allochthonous phototrophs, and it was sufficient to treat
ca. 6,000 m2 of degraded dryland soils at 1 to 5% of the typical crust biomass con-
centration, having started from a natural crust remnant as small as 6 to 30 cm2.

IMPORTANCE Soil surface crusts can protect dryland soils from erosion, but they are
often negatively impacted by human activities. Their degradation causes a loss of
fertility, increased production of fugitive dust and intensity of dust storms with asso-
ciated traffic problems, and provokes general public health hazards. Our results con-
stitute an advance in the quest to actively restore biological soil covers by providing
a means to obtain high-quality inoculum within a reasonable time (a few months),
thereby allowing land managers to recover essential, but damaged, ecosystem ser-
vices in a sustainable, self-perpetuating way as provided by biocrust communities.

KEYWORDS biological soil crusts, soil restoration, cyanobacteria, 16S rRNA, erosion
control, degraded soils, drylands, soil microbiome

Drylands are characterized by sparsely vegetated soils that are subject to aeolian
erosion. Because drylands occupy approximately 45% of the Earth’s terrestrial

surface and are home to more than 38% of the global population (1, 2), consequences
of dryland soil degradation can have global impacts (2). Soil surface crusts, both
physical and biological, can protect dryland soil surfaces from erosion (3), but they are
often negatively impacted by human activities, such as agriculture, construction,
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trampling by cattle, off-road vehicle use, or military training (4). The degradation of
surface cover results not only in the loss of local soil fertility but also in the increased
production of fugitive dust and the intensity of dust storms (5) since unconsolidated
surfaces are prone to become sources of particulate pollution by entrainment under
otherwise inconsequential windy conditions. Associated problems include reduced
visibility, traffic accidents, and road closures (4), as well as more general public health
hazards caused by the dispersal of microbial pathogens and toxins (6) and by the
chronic impact of particulate pollutants on the respiratory tract (7). Cities such as
Phoenix, AZ, USA, and its metropolitan area consistently rank in the worst 5% for
particulate pollution according to the American Lung Association (6). Effects can reach
far from the dust source. Increased dust deposition on the Rocky Mountains is known
to promote earlier snowmelt, modifying hydrological patterns in the Upper Colorado
River Basin, an important water supply in several U.S. and Mexican states (8). For these
reasons, there is a broad societal interest in stabilizing dryland soils to protect not only
the functioning of ecosystems but also human populations that reside within arid land
communities.

A potential avenue for soil surface restoration consists of regenerating biological soil
crust (biocrust) cover. Biocrusts are complex, topsoil microbial assemblages that de-
velop on the primary production of soil cyanobacteria, microalgae (sometimes in algal
symbioses), or mosses and that support a large diversity of heterotrophic bacteria (9),
archaea (10), and fungi (11). Considered to be a “mantle of fertility” in arid lands (12),
biocrusts provide essential goods and services; they stabilize soils and thus reduce rates
of wind erosion and dust particle production (13), can influence soil temperature (14,
15), contribute significantly to soil C and N inputs into the ecosystem (16), increase the
lixiviation of micronutrients (17), control soil hydrological dynamics (18), and are
thought to provide good conditions for plant germination and establishment (19).

Yet, several land uses, such as agriculture (20), livestock grazing (21–23), and
recreation (24), negatively affect biocrusts. Recovery is a slow process, given that
biological activity in these organosedimentary assemblages is highly limited by water
and restricted to short periods of time after precipitation events (25) and has been
estimated to be at least decades (3). However, there is also evidence that active
intervention can accelerate recovery times (26, 27). For lichen- and moss-dominated
biocrusts, recovery can be enhanced simply by providing increasing moisture and
nutrient availability to existing remnant populations (28) or by additional inoculation
with cultivated biomass (29). Active inoculation of bare soils with biocrust microorgan-
isms can be an important tool in this enterprise (3). Cultivated cyanobacteria, for
example, can be grown in the laboratory or in outdoor racetrack facilities and then
inoculated to fix unconsolidated soil particles in degraded drylands (21, 30–36). The
results of such attempts have been difficult to assess because of the limited amount of
inoculum produced (19). These cultivation approaches present the additional short-
coming of yielding an inoculum acclimated to optimal, nutrient-replete conditions and
one that is of low fitness in the soil, particularly if standard strains are used that may
prove suboptimal for the local climate and edaphic properties of the site. Because there
is clear evidence of microbial biogeographical patterns of distribution in biocrust
microorganisms (37–39), the active inoculation of allochthonous strains may also bring
about the risk of unintended introduction of invasive species. When using open-air
facilities, the production of inoculum with a high content on nonterrestrial, water, or
airborne contaminant phototrophs is virtually unavoidable, making it necessary to (i)
restrict the growth of airborne, noncrust cyanobacteria by imposing recurrent desic-
cation and (ii) carry out microbiological quality control monitoring of the microbial
composition of the products.

We present here an alternative approach to the production of biocrust inoculum
that is based on the enhancement of natural populations of remnant biocrust organ-
isms on native soils in controlled, but seminatural, greenhouse facilities (biocrust
nurseries). The main goal of our approach was to produce abundant biomass for
inoculation that is of high fitness and low ecological risk in that the resulting microbes
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are of local origin, designed to match the community composition of the original
biocrusts, and acclimated to the edaphic and climatic conditions of the target area. To
meet our goal, we developed methodologies for the greenhouse rearing of biocrusts
from local remnants and probed variations in factors that would optimize yields
without causing major shifts in microbial community composition. We used a two-step
approach applied to several settings with two geographically and climatically distinct
biocrusts and two soil types in each. First, we screened six factors that can logically and
potentially enhance the growth of biocrust communities, while minimizing microbial
community composition shifts. We then validated our results in a large-scale incubation
experiment that yielded enough biomass to be relevant in restoration efforts in the
field.

RESULTS

The period and conditions of incubation during the first set of experiments were
sufficient to allow robust growth in most, but not all, treatments. In some cases, growth
yield was well beyond the initial levels (INIT; red lines in Fig. 1) and close to the levels
originally observed in the mature field biocrusts used as inocula (INOC; blue lines in Fig.
1). Screening models applied to this data set determined the main factors that resulted
in significantly higher growth at each site; water and light were important in all sites
and nutrients were relevant only in the hot desert sites. We fitted reduced linear models
to the data involving relevant factors. All models were statistically significant according
to one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) results (F � 3.86; P � 0.05; see Table S1 in the
supplemental material). Analyses of estimated effects revealed that a high watering
frequency and a low light intensity promoted the growth of biocrust biomass in all sites
(least-squares [LS] means tests, P � 0.05; Table 1). Similarly, the addition of nutrients
enhanced the yield of biocrust growth in hot desert sites: P plus N in Fort Bliss (FB) but
only P in Jornada (J) (LS means tests, P � 0.05; Table 1).

Figure 2 shows community composition at the level of bacterial phyla for each

FIG 1 Boxplots for the final phototrophic biomass (as aerial chl a content) obtained after greenhouse
incubation of native soils from 4 sites (each panel shows a site) inoculated with natural biocrusts from
their respective site under 18 different treatments. Boxes denote lower and upper quartiles (with median
values depicted as black solid lines), and whiskers denote lower and upper extremes (n � 3). Blue lines
indicate the chl a content of field biocrust samples used as inoculum (INOC), and red lines indicate initial
chl a content in the inoculated soils (INIT) (color solid lines indicate mean, and color dashed lines indicate
standard deviations of n � 3).
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treatment as well as that of the respective biocrusts used as inoculum (INOC). In
general, no major differences were conspicuous at this level of phylogenetic resolution.
As is typical for biocrusts, cyanobacteria were the dominant phototrophs (11, 40),
although there were small contributions by diatoms and streptophytes (detected
through plastid 16S rRNA sequences, which fall in the cyanobacterial phylum). Cyano-
bacteria were important overall in all treatments and inoculum communities, along
with Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria, Firmicutes, and Bacteriodetes; this overall distribu-
tion is also quite typical for biocrusts (9, 41). Bray-Curtis distances in community
composition, calculated between each treatment and its respective inoculum, varied

TABLE 1 Results of linear models for the effect of selected factors, as obtained after the preliminary screening process for each of the
four sites, on chlorophyll a and Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index as an estimate of community composition shift based on bacterial phyla
and cyanobacteriaa

Dependent
variable

Fort Bliss Jornada Nosecone Burr Buttercup

Factor (level) df F P Factor (level) df F P Factor (level) df F P Factor (level) df F P

Chl a content Water (�) 1 4.14 0.039 Water (�) 1 11.03 0.005 Light (�) 1 8.99 0.009 Water (�) 1 10.84 0.005
Light (�) 1 3.97 0.042 Light (�) 1 5.56 0.034 Water (�) 1 6.24 0.024 Light (�) 1 9.92 0.006
Nutrients (P�N) 2 3.87 0.047 Nutrients (P) 2 3.94 0.041

BC (bacterial phyla) Inoculum (S) 1 6.41 0.024 Inoculum (S) 1 5.49 0.041 Water (�) 1 6.16 0.027 Nutrients (P�N) 2 11.78 0.001
Nutrients (P) 2 4.81 0.026 Nutrients (P) 2 3.97 0.040 Light (�) 1 5.95 0.029 Inoculum (S) 1 10.43 0.008

Nutrients (N) 2 3.88 0.047 Calcium (�) 1 8.83 0.012
Water (�) 1 7.81 0.017
Light (�) 1 6.63 0.023

BC (cyanobacteria) Inoculum (S) 1 3.99 0.048 Water (�) 1 6.65 0.021 Inoculum (S) 1 9.65 0.008
Calcium (�) 1 5.85 0.029 Light (�) 1 6.18 0.025 Water (�) 1 6.07 0.028

Nutrients (P�N) 2 4.84 0.026
aIn parentheses, levels of factors that maximized the production of biomass (chlorophyll a [Chl a]) or minimized changes in community composition (Bray-Curtis [BC]
based on bacterial phyla or cyanobacteria) according to LS means tests (P � 0.05) (P, addition of phosphorus; N, addition of nitrogen; S, slurry-like inoculum).

FIG 2 Endpoint bacterial community composition by phylum for each of the treatments in the fractional factorial experiments. Each panel
corresponds to a different site. Data are averages of three independent determinations (biological replicates). Also included are the
community composition determined for the biocrust samples used as inoculum (INOC; n � 3, technical replicates).
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between 0.19 and 0.57 (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). Screening models
applied to this treatment data set teased apart the factors that resulted in significantly
minimal community composition deviations. While there was more site dependence
regarding this than we had found for overall growth, nutrients and inoculum type
emerged as important drivers. In cold sites, other factors (water and light) played an
important role. Upon fitting reduced linear models to the data involving the relevant
factors, all models were statistically significant according to one-way ANOVA results
(F � 3.27; P � 0.05; Table S1). Analyses of estimated effects showed that for inoculum
type, slurries resulted in minimal shifts (LS means tests, P � 0.05; Table 1). For nutrients,
the type of nutrient (N, P, or N plus P) was dependent on site (LS means tests, P � 0.05;
Table 1). Whenever light was of relevance, the shaded treatment resulted in less shifts;
whenever watering was of relevance, the highest level resulted in more stable com-
munities (LS means tests, P � 0.05; Table 1).

In Fig. 3, we show a similar community composition shift analysis but for cyano-
bacteria. In this case, the taxonomic resolution is much higher since the biocrust
cyanobacteria are much better known in terms of diversity, and so the sensitivity to
change is much enhanced as would be desirable for this functionally important group.
The cyanobacterial community composition matched our expectations in terms of
major cyanobacterial taxa for filamentous (42, 43) and heterocystous forms (44) as well
as their biogeographical distribution, which is known to be heavily determined by
average temperatures (38). Algal plastids were, as expected, minor components in most
sites, but the presence of significant contributions of diatoms in the J inoculum was an
unusual trait. Generally speaking, we can observe some differences among and be-
tween treatments and their inoculum communities, particularly in the FB and Burr
Buttercup (BB) sites. The treatment-elicited shifts in community composition were
generally larger than those seen in bacterial phyla and also more variable among
treatments: Bray-Curtis dissimilarity distances calculated between each treatment and

FIG 3 Endpoint cyanobacterial community composition by major clades for each of the treatments in the fractional factorial experiments.
Each panel corresponds to a different site. Data are averages of three independent determinations (biological replicates). Also included
are the community composition determined for the biocrust samples used as inoculum (INOC; n � 3, technical replicates).
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its respective inoculum varied between 0.15 and 0.99 (Fig. S1). In some treatments,
relatively minor components of the biocrust microbial community become important,
as is the case in FB, J, and BB samples, where we observed a high relative abundance
of Trichocoleus in various treatments (Fig. 3). Here again, initial screening models teased
apart, from the treatments, the main factors that minimized community composition
shifts. We did not detect any significant factor in the FB site, but in the J site, inoculum
and calcium were important. In the cold deserts, light and water were determinant, and
nutrients and inoculum played a role in BB samples only. Results of one-way ANOVA
tests after fitting reduced linear models with the relevant factors showed that models
were statistically significant (F � 5.77; P � 0.05; Table S1). As with bacterial phyla,
analyses of the estimated effects revealed that slurries resulted in minimal shifts as did
low light (LS means tests, P � 0.05; Table 1). The highest level of watering resulted in
more stable communities (LS means tests, P � 0.05; Table 1). For nutrients, the addition
of P plus N in BB resulted in minimal changes (LS means tests, P � 0.05; Table 1).

To test the predicted ability of the small-scale fractional factorial experiments for
large-scale inoculum production, we applied incubation conditions deemed optimal for
each site in a second greenhouse incubation trial. Here we used slurries, low light levels,
the highest watering frequency, and added P to all sites. In the FB and BB samples, we
also added N. Those were all factors that (i) maximized or were neutral to yield and (ii)
minimized or were neutral to community shifts for bacteria and cyanobacteria in all
sites. Because calcium additions had contradictory effects (promoting versus prevent-
ing community shifts) in different sites, we excluded this factor from the final formu-
lation. Under these potentially optimal conditions, we observed a consistent and
significant increase in chlorophyll a (chl a) content in all cases according to Wilcoxon’s
W signed-rank test results (W � 25.08; P � 0.05) (Fig. 4), the magnitude of which varied
between 1 and 2 orders from initial levels (INIT; red lines in Fig. 4). Final yields matched
or exceeded the phototroph biomass contained in the biocrusts used as inocula (INOC;
blue lines in Fig. 4). Microbial community structures at the phylum resolution remained
rather constant in all treatments (Fig. 5), with low Bray-Curtis distances between the
inoculum and the final and with differences in compositions never significant according
to null model results (standardized effect sizes [SES] � �4.35; P � 0.05) (Table 2). For
cyanobacterial composition, however, community composition shifts during growth
remained insignificant in 3 out of 4 sites (SES � �1.98; P � 0.05) (Table 2; Fig. 6).
Although noticeable in all sites, the development of populations of N-fixing Nostoc sp.
and diatoms in FB samples resulted in significant deviations in community composition
there (SES � �0.40; P � 0.05) (Table 2; Fig. 6). Pioneer crust-forming cyanobacteria
(Microcoleus vaginatus, Microcoleus steenstrupii) (43) retained significant proportions of
the final biomass in all sites (18%, 29%, 51%, and 47% for FB, J, Nosecone (N), and BB,
respectively) in the greenhouse-grown biomass (Fig. 6). Nostoc, Tolypothrix, Leptolyng-
bya, and diatoms (through plastid 16S rRNA sequences) grew in samples cultivated in
the greenhouse, whereas their relative abundances were not so important in the initial
biocrust, especially in FB, J, and BB sites (Fig. 6).

DISCUSSION

Our work clearly shows that it is feasible to produce large amounts of biocrust
biomass from low levels of natural inoculum within relatively short incubation times by
using controlled, but seminatural, greenhouse facilities (biocrust nurseries). Our proce-
dure was based on a two-step approach, whereby the incubation conditions leading to
an optimal outcome with respect to maximal biomass development and minimal shifts
in community structure are determined in a fractional factorial experiment first (3
months) to then proceed with a focused scale-up based on the optimized conditions
(1 to 2 months). In our case, we found that watering crusts at a frequency double that
experienced in the original sites and decreasing the intensity of sunlight by 60%
yielded the best results in all of the sites and soil types tested. The addition of nutrients
had a positive effect on some but not all sites. The procedures resulted in yield factors
close to 30-fold (1.75 m2 of biocrust inoculum out of 0.06 m2 of natural biocrust
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remnant), which in turn can be used to inoculate ca. 6,000 m2 at a 5% inoculum level
with quality-controlled, pedigreed, drought-acclimated inoculum.

After the first set of experiments, we observed that optimally nursed biocrusts
attained or exceeded the biomass concentrations typical of field-collected mature
communities. This was even in the presence of recurrent, full-scale cycles of desiccation
and wetting designed to mimic the naturally pulsed nature of growth in biocrusts (25)
and to avoid allochthonous contamination by nonterrestrial forms in our open system,
a problem that cannot be avoided if open containers with the constant presence of
liquid media are used. Separate controls show that open soil incubations with recurrent
desiccation did not develop even incipient crusts for up to 6 months (unpublished
results). However, not all incubation conditions resulted in such positive outcomes, and
several treatments resulted consistently in either poor growth or even in loss of
inoculum biomass (Fig. 1). Across different crust types, incubations under enhanced
watering regimes (equivalent to double the natural rainfall averages of origin) and
decreased light stress consistently resulted in high growth rates. These results are in
line with what may have been surmised from the literature: rainfall frequency and light
intensity are among the most important factors that contribute to the growth and
activity of biocrusts (32, 34, 45–47). Moreover, some field observations indicate that
shaded, wet, and relatively cool conditions promote biocrust growth and development

FIG 4 Boxplots showing aerial chl a contents at the end of the greenhouse incubation period for the
second set of experiments. Boxes denote lower and upper quartiles (with median values depicted as
black solid lines), and whiskers denote lower and upper extremes (n � 5). Blue lines indicate the chl a
content of field biocrust samples used as inoculum (INOC), and red lines indicate the initial chl a content
in the inoculated soils (INIT) (color solid lines indicate mean, and color dashed lines indicate standard
deviations of n � 5) (FB, Fort Bliss; J, Jornada; N, Nosecone; BB, Burr Buttercup).
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(47, 48). This makes physiological sense in that photosynthetic microorganisms in these
assemblages respond rapidly to hydration (49) but require sufficiently long periods of
hydration to turn on the specific sets of genes involved in nutrient uptake, chl a, and
ATP synthesis, as well as DNA repair after drought episodes (25) before net growth can

TABLE 2 Summary statistics of null models calculated with randomized microbial
community data of bacterial phyla and cyanobacteria to assess the similarity between
inoculum and nursery-reared biocrusts during the optimized, second set of experiments,
according to sitea

Site

Bacterial phyla Cyanobacteria

BC SES P BC SES P

Fort Bliss 0.47 �4.35 0.000 0.73 �0.40 0.345
Jornada 0.23 �5.31 0.000 0.49 �1.98 0.040
Nosecone 0.21 �5.53 0.000 0.39 �2.50 0.015
Burr Buttercup 0.39 �4.69 0.000 0.48 �1.99 0.034
aBC, Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index, as an estimate of community composition shift based on bacterial phyla
and cyanobacteria; SES, standardized effect size.

FIG 5 Endpoint bacterial community composition by phylum at the end of the greenhouse incubation
period for the second set of experiments that were optimized according to previous results versus that
obtained for the field biocrusts used as inoculum. Each panel corresponds to one site. Data are averages
from five technical replicates (INOC, inoculum biocrust samples) or five biological replicates (cultivated
biocrusts) (FB, Fort Bliss; J, Jornada; N, Nosecone; BB, Burr Buttercup).
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occur. With respect to light intensity being a stress factor, this is also in line with
preliminary findings in our laboratory (32) and elsewhere (50), and it is in agreement
with the known physiological adaptive responses of cyanobacteria to photochemical
stress in biocrusts, where the production of microbial sunscreens (14) or the phototactic
responses of motile microorganisms (51) are important for microbial fitness. Contrary to
some of the literature reports (52), we could not find statistical support for inoculum
type playing a role in the biomass yield eventually attained. Finally, nutrient additions
seemed to be important for biomass yield in some samples but not in all. Literature
reports also give a somewhat contradictory picture regarding nutrient effects on
biocrust development, one that includes some negative (32, 53, 54) and some positive
effects (52). It stands to reason that differences in soil nutrient content may determine
whether nutrient amendments will be needed to obtain high yields or not. In our case,
the sites that responded to nutrient amendments (FB and J) were those with low soil
nutrient levels (see Table S2 in the supplemental material). While the number of sites
is too small to close this case, this explanation seems quite viable. The same lack of
generality can be found in the literature with respect to micronutrient effects (Ca
and/or metals) (32, 55), even though in our case they never determined yield. In
summary, our results suggest that shading and increasing moisture availability are

FIG 6 Endpoint cyanobacterial community composition by clades at the end of the greenhouse
incubation period for the second set of experiments that were optimized according to previous results
versus that obtained for the field biocrusts used as inoculum. Each panel corresponds to one site. Data
are averages from five technical replicates (INOC, inoculum biocrust samples) or five biological replicates
(cultivated biocrusts) (FB, Fort Bliss; J, Jornada; N, Nosecone; BB, Burr Buttercup).
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factors to be included generically in attempts to optimize biocrust nursery operations
and that nutrient amendments should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

As the physiologically taxing conditions typical of biocrusts (UV irradiance, recurrent
wetting and drying cycles, long periods of drought, exposure to extreme temperatures,
abrasion by saltating soil particles, or lack of mobile nutrients) are relaxed in a nursery
facility in order to allow for faster microbial growth, one also runs the risk of opening
a window of opportunity for adventitious microbes that would not have been fit under
natural conditions and will not survive placement in the wild. These are expected to be
inherently fast-growing, weed-like forms that are kept in check in the field but enriched
under nursery conditions, not unlike what we observed with Trichocoleus sp. or with
diatoms in some of our treatments (Fig. 3). The enrichment of Trichocoleus in some
treatments is consistent with some of our own unpublished data, showing that this
clade is apparently better adapted to more eutrophic, fast-growth conditions than
other crust cyanobacteria. Large amounts of such weedy organisms would produce an
inoculum of low quality and fitness. For this reason, we implemented the following
second constraint to our protocols: the monitoring of microbial community structure
during incubations to ensure minimal deviations from local composition in the field.
The issue of inoculum quality has in fact received very little attention in the literature
even in open systems, but it is important in terms of the prevention of unintended
inoculation of field sites with invasive microbes. It is, in fact, the case that populations
of biocrust microbes, from lichens (56) to filamentous (38) and heterocystous cyano-
bacteria (37) to chemolithotrophic bacteria and archaea (10, 39), show clear biogeo-
graphical patterns of dominance and distribution. Therefore, it is important to develop
site-specific inocula and to ensure that community composition shifts are minimized.
Finally, only a few microbial types are considered to be pioneers capable of initiating
biocrust formation (43). These are mostly some rope-forming cyanobacterial taxa in the
form genus Microcoleus, which can colonize bare soils, hold soil particles together, and
allow the establishment of other members in the assemblage (41), such as the N2-fixing
cyanobacteria (Nostoc, Scytonema, and Tolypothrix), surface lichens, and mosses. The
quality of a nursery-raised inoculum in terms of its potential to promote further biocrust
formation in the wild will heavily hinge on the presence of robust and viable popula-
tions of such pioneer species.

The incubation protocols tested here were apparently moderate enough to main-
tain bacterial community composition rather invariant when gauged with the rough
phylogenetic resolution of bacterial phyla. By determining the best combination of
factors that minimized changes in the microbial community structure while allowing
optimal growth, we succeeded in obtaining inoculum from each of the sites that had
no significant difference in bacterial phyla composition from its respective initial
inoculum (Fig. 5; Table 2). It was very useful to determine factors that minimize
community shifts during our initial experiments. Fortunately, factors that promoted
growth, such as high watering frequency and low light exposure, did not promote
cyanobacterial community shifts (Fig. 6; Table 2). Importantly, the slurry method of
inoculation was effective in preserving the community structure of biocrust biomass
grown ex situ. This may be because it ensures the dispersal of motile (i.e., Microcoleus)
and sessile species (Nostoc and Scytonema in their vegetative stage) alike, whereas
mosaic inoculation would unduly favor motile species. By applying the optimal com-
bination of factors, we observed that cyanobacterial communities in most cases can be
maintained within compositional stasis (Table 2) and with a high content of crust-
forming Microcoleus-like phylotypes (Fig. 6). However, the fact that the FB communities
notably shifted in the nursery reminds us that community monitoring must remain a
requirement in the quality control of inoculum production. Even these FB nursery-
reared biocrusts, however, could be the basis for useful inoculation as the vast majority
of phylotypes were detected originally in the field site and biocrust-forming
Microcoleus-like phylotypes still made up more than 18% of the final community. It may
be interesting to speculate what steps one could take when and if very serious
deviations in community structure were to be discovered upon monitoring during
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incubations. An obvious approach would be to restart the experiment while imposing
a range of conditions that resembles more the conditions typically seen in the field sites
of origin. The logic behind this is that the natural local populations must be well
adapted and are likely selected by those climatic and edaphic conditions. The more one
deviates from those selective conditions in order to obtain increased growth, the more
likely it is that alternative soil bacteria will outgrow the original types. Precisely such
“niche separation” is what will result in the lower fitness of the new community when
returned to the field. Different factors can, however, promote the growth of fast-
growing, weed-like forms. Seasonality can be one of them, although we performed all
of the experiments in both sets during the same season to minimize potential prob-
lems.

While the biocrusts that we produced are potentially of high inoculum quality, in
that they have been reared on local soil substrates and exposed to locally matched
climates, are acclimated to recurrent wetting and drying, are enriched to contain
microbial communities that are minimally shifted in composition from local commu-
nities, and contain abundant crust-forming organisms, the question of inoculum quality
ultimately must be tested experimentally in field inoculation experiments. Long-term
experiments monitoring viability and effectiveness in the use (and fate) of nursery-
reared biocrusts in field restoration are under way at all of our sites.

In summary, this work proposes a two-step process to obtain a high-quality biocrust
biomass ex situ. We have demonstrated that it is possible to find an optimal combina-
tion of factors to allow biocrust biomass increases by orders of magnitude in nursery
settings and within reasonable time frames for land managers, while preserving the
quality and potential fitness of the communities to serve as inoculum in large-scale
restoration efforts. Active restoration programs can markedly enhance the recovery of
biological soil crusts in degraded dryland soils compared to no action (26), and the
methodology proposed in this work should find use in such attempts.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study sites and sampling procedures. The biocrust communities of two geographical locations

were chosen. Soil and inoculum biocrust samples from hot deserts were from Fort Bliss military base
(northern El Paso, TX, USA) and Jornada Basin Long Term Ecological Research Station (northeastern Las
Cruces, NM, USA), whereas those from cold deserts were taken at Hill Air Force Base-Utah Test and
Training Range (western Salt Lake City, UT, USA). In each type of desert, we took samples from sandy
and silty soil sites, designated Fort Bliss (FB; lat 32.431069°, long �105.984151°) and Jornada (J; lat
32.545580°, long �106.723240°) in the hot deserts and Nosecone (N; lat 41.104198°, long �113.023194°)
and Burr Buttercup (BB; lat 41.104211°, long �113.008204°) in the cold deserts. The maximum average
temperatures in January are 13°C and 3°C, respectively, for the warm and cold locations, whereas the
maximum average temperatures in July are 36°C and 34°C, respectively. Mean average precipitation is
250 mm (�42-year period) in the hot locations and 200 mm (�97-year period) in the cold locations.
Biocrust samples were taken down to 1 cm deep by means of a dough steel scraper. Bulk soil to be used
as growth substrate in the nursery was collected 10 cm below the surface. All samples were transported
to greenhouse facilities within 2 days of collection. Bulk soil was then dried, sieved using a 0.45-mm
metallic sieve, and stored dry; biocrusts were dried and then stored. Experiments involving hot desert
sites were set up in a greenhouse facility at Arizona State University (ASU; Tempe, AZ, USA; 350 m above
sea level), whereas those involving cold desert samples were carried out in a greenhouse facility at
Northern Arizona University (NAU; Flagstaff, AZ, USA; 2,100 m above sea level), which has a much cooler
climate so as to match temperature ranges as much as possible. Both greenhouse facilities have regular
borosilicate glass panes, which block the UV-B portion of solar radiation but not its UV-A, thus providing
an UV environment that is less harsh than the field but not free of stress, noting that phototrophs are
especially sensitive to the oxygen-mediated, photosensitized effects of UV-A (57).

Experimental design. In a first set of experiments, we performed a fractional factorial experiment on
each of the four sites, with three replicates per treatment to test the effects of six main factors (water
frequency, light intensity, type of inoculum, nutrients, calcium, and essential metals) on the growth and
composition of biocrusts. In the case of composition, some replicates were lost and, as a consequence,
6 out of 56 treatments had only duplicates and one treatment had a single determination. A fractional
factorial experiment, widely used in health sciences, is a carefully chosen fraction of a full factorial design,
exploiting the sparsity-of-effects principle to reveal information about the most important features of the
problem studied while using a fraction of the effort and cost of a full factorial design but still with a
suitable power resolution (58). The use of a fractional factorial experiment helps to save space and time
when several factors are tested in comparison to a full factorial experiment. The 18-treatment design
used in this study is shown in Table 3. This first set of experiments was run on 15- by 15- by 5-cm
transparent plastic containers (0.02 m2), filled to 4 cm with bulk soil and inoculated with the field biocrust
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samples to yield a final dilution of 5% (surface to surface) of the original. These experiments ran for 137
days during the fall/winter of 2013 in appropriate greenhouse nursery settings (Fig. 7A, B, and C). The
water frequency factor had two levels: a high frequency (�, where crusts samples were watered every
3 days for hot desert sites and every 2 days for cold desert sites) and a low frequency (�, where crusts
were watered every 9 and 4 days, respectively). The frequency of watering per location was based on
local rainfall records after calculating average rainfall event frequencies. In each watering event, crust
samples received an amount of water through mist emitters designed to attain ca. 80% of the water
holding capacity of the soil and were allowed to dry naturally thereafter. The light intensity (illumination)
factor also had two levels: a high light intensity (�, exposed to full greenhouse sunlight) and a low light
intensity (�, crusts were covered with a black cloth that blocked approximately 60% of sunlight). The
inoculum factor consisted of two types: mosaic (M), where 15 discrete fragments of appropriate biocrust,
0.4 cm in diameter and 1 cm deep, were directly transplanted on top of the bare soil, in a mosaic pattern,
and slurry (S), where 15 discrete fragments of biocrust, 0.4 cm in diameter and 1 cm deep, were slurried

TABLE 3 Treatments for greenhouse incubations used in the fractional factorial design
experiments (first phase experiments), which were combinations of independent factorsa

Treatment Watering Light Nutrient(s) Inoculum Calcium Metals

1 � � P�N M � �
2 � � N S � �
3 � � N M � �
4 � � P M � �
5 � � P S � �
6 � � N M � �
7 � � P�N S � �
8 � � P S � �
9 � � P M � �
10 � � P M � �
11 � � P�N M � �
12 � � N S � �
13 � � P�N S � �
14 � � P�N S � �
15 � � N S � �
16 � � P S � �
17 � � P�N M � �
18 � � N M � �

aP, addition of phosphorus; N, addition of nitrogen; M, mosaic-like inoculum; S, slurry-like inoculum; high (�)
or low (�) watering; ambient (�) or shaded (�) illumination; and additions (�) or not (�) of calcium and
metals.

FIG 7 General aspect of the microbial nursery facilities. Initial fractional factorial experiment (first phase experiments) at the
Arizona State University (ASU) greenhouse (A), with a detailed view of Fort Bliss (B) and Jornada (C) soil incubations; plastic
containers are 15 by 15 cm, and greenhouse benches are 2.74 by 0.91 m. Large-scale incubations (second phase experiments)
in the Northern Arizona University (NAU) nursery (D), with top views of the final biocrusts produced for Nosecone (E) and Burr
Buttercup (F) samples; plastic containers are 86 by 14 cm.
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and then spread over the bare soil. The nutrient factor had three levels: P (addition of a mix of KH2PO4

and K2HPO4 to a final concentration of 75 �g P g soil�1), N (addition of NH4NO3 to a final concentration
of 150 �g N g soil�1), and P plus N (addition of both P and N); all nutrients were prepared in fresh,
autoclaved, double-distilled water and added as a unique pulse on day 1 of the experiments. The calcium
factor had two levels: a high content of calcium (�, addition of Ca as calcium carbonate pellets to a final
concentration of approximately 40 �g Ca g soil�1) and a low content of calcium (�, no addition of Ca).
Finally, the trace metal factor had two levels: a high content in trace metals (�, addition of the trace
metal solution of the BG-11 medium [59] to a final concentration of 2 �g metal solution g soil�1) and a
low content in essential metals (�, no addition of this metal solution); the metal solution was prepared
in fresh, autoclaved, double-distilled water and added as a unique pulse on day 1 of the experiments.

To test the validity of the results obtained in the fractional factorial experiment, we ran a second set
of experiments for 120 days during the spring/summer of 2014. This second set involved only the factors
and levels that were found to maximize the growth of the biocrust and minimize changes in the
microbial community structure in the first phase. These experiments used five 86- by 40- by 12-cm
transparent plastic containers (0.35 m2), filled to 1 cm with soil and inoculated with the appropriate
amount of biocrust sample at a dilution factor (surface to surface) of 18% of the field crusts used as
inocula. Both bulk soil and biocrust samples were newly collected at each site for the second set of
experiments. Inoculated biocrusts were incubated in the appropriate greenhouse facility, either Tempe
or Flagstaff, AZ, USA (Fig. 7D, E, and F).

Microbiological response variables. Aerial content in chlorophyll a (chl a) was determined in the
initial field biocrust samples that were used as inocula and at the end of the experimental incubations
as a proxy for autotrophic biomass in each replicate. Seven 0.4-cm-diameter cores of biocrust, 1 cm deep,
were randomly taken in each replicate or field biocrust sample, mixed, and extracted in 95% ethanol at
4°C in the dark for 24 h. Extracts were then centrifuged (5,000 rpm for 5 min at 4°C), and chl a
concentrations were quantified according to references 60 and 61 in a Shimadzu UV-1601 spectropho-
tometer (Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan).

To determine the microbial community structure of biocrust samples, we used high-throughput 16S
rRNA gene amplicon sequencing. At the end of each experiment, seven 0.4-cm-diameter core samples
of biocrusts, 1 cm deep, were randomly taken in each replicate and in all of the inoculum biocrust
samples and stored at �80°C until further processing. In each replicate, or in each biocrust sample used
as inoculum, the seven cores were pooled in composite samples, and whole community DNA was then
extracted using the PowerSoil DNA isolation kit (Mo Bio, Carlsbad, CA, USA) according to manufacturer’s
recommendations. The V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified using the barcoded primer set
515F/806R (62). PCR conditions were as follows: 3 min at 94°C followed by 35 cycles of 45 s at 94°C, 60
s at 50°C, and 90 s at 72°C and a final elongation for 10 min at 72°C. PCR amplifications for each sample
were done in triplicate and then pooled and quantified by using the Quant-iT PicoGreen double-stranded
DNA assay kit (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). A total of 240 ng of DNA per
sample was pooled and then cleaned using the QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA).
The DNA concentration of the PCR pooled library was quantified by the Illumina library quantification kit
ABI Prism (Kapa Biosystems, Wilmington, MA, USA). The PCR pooled library was diluted to a final
concentration of 4 nM and denatured before being mixed with 30% (vol/vol) of 4 pM denatured Phi X
viral DNA. Finally, the PCR pooled library and Phi X mixture was loaded in the MiSeq Illumina sequencer
cartridge, and the run was performed using chemistry version 2 (2 � 150 paired end) following the
recommendations of the manufacturer (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA).

All of the paired-end reads obtained were assembled with PANDAseq (63). Sequences between 250
and 290 bp were further used for downstream analyses in QIIME (64) to remove barcodes and low-quality
reads, to pick operational taxonomic units (OTUs), assign taxonomy, align multiple sequences, build
phylogenetic trees, and define an OTU table. OTUs were defined with a threshold of 97% sequence
similarity and clustered using UCLUST (65). Each OTU was initially taxonomically assigned by using the
Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) classifier (66). Representative sequences of each OTU were then
aligned against the Greengenes database core reference alignment (67). Additionally, all cyanobacterial
OTUs were subject to individual scrutiny against our own biocrust database in order to produce correct
taxonomic assignments at this low level of resolution, for which representative sequences of each OTU
were placed in a reference tree to determine their positions within known clades. Sequences were then
aligned using the Guidance2 server and MAFFT7 (68, 69). The tree was built using RAxML 8 (70) through
bootstrap and maximum likelihood workflow on the CIPRES cluster (71). OTUs were aligned to the
reference alignment using PaPaRa (72) and then placed on the reference tree using the RAxML 8
evolutionary placement algorithm (70). The placed sequences were visualized by using the iTOL 3 server
(73). Once all of the OTUs were defined and taxonomically assigned, an abundance table with all of the
OTUs and samples was built and then used in the analyses described below.

Statistical analyses. A screening model was applied to the data of the fractional factorial experi-
ments to identify which factors maximized the growth of biocrusts and minimized shifts in community
structure. Results of linear models fitted after initial screening were tested via one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA), and model statistical significance was determined by Fisher’s F test value (74). The
estimated effects of factor levels were tested by least-squares (LS) means tests (74). Diagnostic plots were
used to assess potential deviations from homoscedasticity and normality of residuals in these models.
Overall phototroph growth was assessed as the difference between final and initial aerial concentrations
in chl a. Shifts in community structure were gauged pairwise by using the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index
as an estimator of the taxonomic distance between treatments and the biocrust inoculum (0 indicates
that two samples have the same composition, whereas 1 indicates that two samples do not share any
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taxon). Experimental design and data analyses were performed in JMP Pro 12 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC,
USA). Bray-Curtis dissimilarity indices were calculated using the vegan package (75) written in R language
(76). A P value of 0.05 was set as the significance threshold for all of these statistical analyses.

Differences in the mean aerial chl a content between the biocrust samples grown in the greenhouse
and the initial values in the second set of experiments were tested by using Wilcoxon’s W signed-rank
tests (74). Here, we were interested not just in gauging relative deviations from the original composition
but also in testing whether those changes were statistically significant. For this, we tested the similarity
of microbial community structures through Bray-Curtis dissimilarity indices between the biocrust sam-
ples grown in the greenhouse and the inoculum (INOC) by generating abundance matrices of random
communities that were then used to build a null distribution model to which the observed Bray-Curtis
dissimilarity index value was compared (77). If we consider a matrix with taxa in rows, sites in columns,
and abundances as entries, we maintained the richness of each row (i.e., row sums are fixed) and we set
abundances among columns to be equiprobable (i.e., all sites had the same average number of entries)
to build the null model (78). This fixed rows-equiprobable columns null distribution model retains taxa
frequencies, i.e., rare taxa remain rare and common taxa remain common (79). The use of this null
distribution model is recommended because it has a low probability of type I errors (78). Statistical
significance was then assessed by comparing observed Bray-Curtis dissimilarity indices to the distribution
of distances calculated after the randomization process (77). To avoid any directional bias associated with
the decrease in variance in expected values with increasing species richness, we calculated standardized
effect sizes (SES) according to reference 77. All of these statistical analyses were completed in R (76) using
the vegan (75) and picante packages (80) written in R language. A P value of 0.05 was set as the significant
threshold for all of these statistical analyses.

Accession number(s). Raw sequence data were submitted to NCBI and are publicly available under
BioProject number PRJNA343817.
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